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Theresa May Prime Minister.
10, Downing Street,
London SW1A 2AA
Adjudicator reference VOA 17 80684 PHSO Reference: 2021438

8th July 2018

When the un-acceptable becomes the acceptable
Dear Prime Minister,
You have had much correspondence from me over the past years but like many others you haven’t
lifted a finger or asked any of your team to investigate. If you had responded which you haven’t you
would simply say but Mr Gardiner, we have a Gov.uk complaints system for members of the public
and you would be correct.
This complaints system you would speak about is very much proven broken and you in particular
being our ex Home Secretary, directly interfacing with the Hillsborough disaster are perfectly placed
to fully understand what I am about to tell you finally, as it’s all currently with this P.H.S.O after all
this time now years fighting fraud lies and corruption, every damned inch of the way.
Successive Governments not only Conservative have allowed our system to be taken over and
controlled by those who have become corrupt and worse, emboldened due to the lack of oversight or
the turning of a blind eye, the Lord Nelson effect I have termed it once or twice.
Mr John Manzoni’s quote “Brilliant” Civil Service is a mirage only he can see, and
the distrust and failing confidance the public have in our civil service and its public
servants, paid for by them, will not be enhanced by what happened from V.O.A civil
servants and now the pre-warned and now proven covering up Adjudicator.
And worse what has happened since with bullying, covering up, the exposure of collusion from the
Tribunal Service with the Valuation Office Agency and involvement of our very own District Council.
The V.O.A complaints processes, complete and utter breaching of their own public charter, the
ignoring of four formal written requests to meet this V.O.A Listing Officer as per the Council Tax
Manual, now this supposed independent and now confirmed “whitewash adjudicator” up in
Nottingham, all part of this Gov.uk complaints system not fit for purpose by any stretch, but only due
to the breaking of its own rules and corruption from public servants.
And now we the citizens read about the poor families and the shocking case of Gosport yet to be
clarified but that will happen in due time as now properly “independent” via the Bishop.
We have passed through what is euphemistically called the “Independent” Adjudicator
based in Nottingham, currently Mrs Helen Megarry, reluctant though we were to go to this
Adjudicator but after lodging a fraud complaint at Maidenhead Police Station finding out
their hands were tied, the P.H.S.O office phoned and (persuaded) me to go through what
was warned a whitewash process via the graphics located, one with the word whitewash.
Not a confidance builder I can say, and this pre-warned Adjudicator has whitewashed, ignored
evidence it’s very clear, untruthful and covering up, or as you would say the “closing of ranks” so then
it moves to the next stage the P.H.S.O and is on their desk as I write reference 2021438 and has been
for a while.

Signed through by our MP Dominic Grieve QCMP in June 2017 before the P.H.S.O persuaded us to go
through this now proven but prewarned dishonest Adjudicator process, despite our reservations
which have now came to pass and this Adjudicator cannot be trusted by complainants or our UK
society in any shape or form.
From the V.O.A Annual report for the year 2017 only four members of the public finally reached the
P.H.S.O process. To a layman that number is small and it is, what the layman will not be aware of is, if
it took us those years battling every inch, and I have been doing my best to push it along, then how
long did it take those four and how many fell by the wayside and gave up under the onslaught of
silence and bully boy tactics and corruption.
I do not know the circumstances but one gave up and the P.H.S.O dismissed the other three
complainants. It’s beginning to appear if a member of the public complains and it’s of any serious
nature, unless blessed with some wealth sufficient to take it to a High Court, the chances of any
success is minimal to zero, despite the evidence and despite how serious it is, it will be buried and
that has now been proven more than once.
I should wait for the P.H.S.O I would be told, and that is exactly
what I am doing as I write.
Whether they too will wish to cover up as our complaint is most
serious but it’s become more as time has passed and processes
undertaken and passed through as I needed to understand how they have been getting away with
defrauding society. So serious that if we experience cover up and whitewash from the P.H.S.O in
addition, we cannot give up and say we tried our best, as there are millions of Council taxpayers out
there, business ratepayers too, who need protection from corrupt V.O.A civil servants and others in
positions of trust defrauding citizens and hardworking homeowners.
An update for you, it is also an update for others. We have been very shocked and very dismayed at
the level and depth of fraud and corruption in the public services experienced, but you will be more
aware than we are I suspect as its not new is it Prime Minister?
I set out simply to understand what had gone on after the V.O.A came and barged into our home
when I was in my bed recovering from my second cancer and after barging in, rushed off and left us
with a £450 monthly Council tax bill, would not explain, went silent, breaching every line of their
miserable H.M.R.C charter, which was late September 2015. The evidence of fraud apart from
legislation was unearthed in October 2015 and its July 2018 as I write to you (again)
We have lived in Burnham Buckinghamshire for 45 years, never moved, never built or added anything
since the 1993 National Bandings and banded F like our two other neighbours and hundreds of others
in the area, yet in September of 2015 we were left a G band with an A band later (twice) in addition
for them to cover up what they had done to others and if I am forced to publish UK wide after this
P.H.S.O apart from the back-lash from council and business taxpayers too, it will set back family care
at home for the elderly back 20 years or more as you were sent the Farm details and end of life care.
We have been abused, bullied and defrauded, everyone remains quiet and ignores the very clear
evidence produced, the Valuation Office Agency and its Chief Executive offices, the Valuation Tribunal
Service who have provided now three rigged and very corrupted V.O.A colluded Tribunals.
Yes I have the required evidence, now this supposed but
whitewashing “independent adjudicator” based in
Nottingham alongside the Valuation Office Agency CT East, the
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perpetrators or at least V.O.A Council tax East, Reading Berkshire, its Listing Officer Andrew Corkish
and his unit staff
This whitewash adjudicator advises me the Council Tax payers will no longer be able to request a face
to face meeting with their respective V.O.A Listing Officers as we had requested not one but four over
the past years all ignored obviously. To get around that the V.O.A say they had “planned” to remove
that section from the Council Tax Manual, there for over 25 year since its inception, Prime Minister
you must not let that happen to protect homeowners.
Although abused by the V.O.A and Listing officer involved it’s there for a purpose like the V.O.A and
H.M.R.C found to be worthless Charter and the need for two lay members of the public at these so
called Tribunals, refusing to identify themselves properly, all there to help prevent corruption and
fraud to members of the public and every one of those rules broken and abused by those involved
and I may add their superiors, who were involved or are just covering up.
They could not have done what they did abiding by the rules, the law and their Charter.
What has happened tears at the very fabric of our society, and I will do what I must do in the event
the P.H.S.O fails in their duty, not only to us and the British public, but also Parliament and all its
members therein, including you. But no one wishes to meet me, now not even the Council Chief
Executive who picked up his bag and ran for it.
Mr Javid M.P the then head of the Department for Communities and Local
Government was informed from the start, in fact Greg Clark MP was in charge at the
time and passed us to a civil servant named Mr Richard O Donagh who after some
assistance, suddenly dived under his desk, blocking my communications, we never heard anymore
from that department or the Ministers responsible for that Government Department.
We also had our Council involved South Bucks District and co-operating with those from the V.O.A
utilising a third party company to carry out and assist. Although it is now my belief this contractor
Northgate Public Services was initially unaware he was being fraudulently instructed by the then
Council CEO since fled after a face to face meeting request after the Farms rigged Tribunal process.
This Conservatives saving grace is the now retired Sir Eric Pickles, your predecessors
Anti-Corruption champion who recognised after many complaints I imagine, what the
this Government Agency were doing to citizens and stepped up to the plate to stop
them, but they have continued and Mr Clark and Sajid Javid would have been fully
aware of what Eric Jack Pickles MP did to prevent the Office Agencies fraudulent actions.
I state fraudulent. Sir Eric Pickles stated “unwanted” Council taxes as I now have solid evidence but
have gone further and exposed the colluding Tribunal Service, who process those of the innocent
public who complain, or even just ask a question or two, that’s all it takes, but there will be a small
percentage of those swindled, as the majority will not take the Tribunal option and give up and pay.
They are confused, too busy or fearful of a Tribunal, for you see Prime Minister upping someone’s
band generates from about £20 to £50 a month on top of peoples council tax, BUT for the lifetime
those residents occupy their home, we have occupied ours for 45 years to date. These extra
fraudulent amounts are also subject to the increases we ALL pay each year on our council taxes
Little wonder Mr Pickles stopped an England Council Tax Revaluation amongst other measures

Our public services and systems in place are steeped in corruption, an almost routine approach to
covering up and burying the facts as well as evidence and now we have Gosport to back that up as
well at Mr & Mrs Tanner evidence and report located in the Parliamentary archives, of which a copy
was provided for you, whether you saw it or read it is another matter but it went to No 10
You stated in Parliament at question time that MPs need to address the issues of public services
“closing ranks” but you Mrs May as Prime Minister need to address the major issues of corruption
as well within our complaints system and our Civil & Public services.
Our M.P the Rt Hon Dominic Grieve QCMP you must know well by now, as he has been fighting
Government over the rights of Parliament and with some vigour if what I read is correct.
Whilst admirable and Mr Grieve is well respected in our community, he has been hog tied, silenced
and has been unable to fight on behalf of his constituents, abused and defrauded here in Burnham by
this Government Agency and its accomplices and this broken Gov.uk complaints system
The same may be said for the list of Ministers and MPs, Chief Constables and others depicted on this
list attached, and if the P.H.S.O attempts further cover ups, they will all be effectively named and
shamed along with every public servant and superiors involved eventually.
I will only write the truth of what happened accompanied by the evidence acquired from 2015 and
every sordid detail. I haven’t just been sitting on my hands Prime Minister as fortunately for us and
unfortunately for those who defrauded us, I am now retired.
I’m a lot slower than I was, but the silence that ensued after, allowed the time to properly and fully
investigate and I was completed some while ago, but have continued not only to achieve Justice for
my intimidated wife and I and our fearful and intimidated farm neighbour, being extorted for £22,000
of council taxes they do not owe from the Valuation Office Agency aided by our own District Council.
I continue also to ensure this corrupt Agency and those who have colluded are stopped from
continuing what they have been doing to unwary, innocent and hard working families, pensioners
and the previously homeless as this Agency does not care as long as they can extract more
“unwanted” but not owed extra council taxes and we all know what was initiated all of this.
Consider this again and you will understand why I am still fighting this corruption, two pensioners
forced to £450 a month Council tax, another two pensioners suffered the attempted extortion of
£22,000 of Council taxes they never owed, plus three forced from their legitimate Band F to a Band G
thus paying an extra £40-£45 a month over what they should, and for the lifetime they stay in their
homes so goodness knows what they were doing before the Anti-Corruption Champion pitched in.
Given the five of us in a very small area of Burnham, just what have they done to others outside of
Burnham as although it was V.O.A CT East Reading Berkshire, if I have to publish after the P.H.S.O just
how many others may there be? This dishonest V.O.A unit in Reading I believe is responsible for 11
Councils alone and all those council taxpayers and business ratepayers?
I hope we will not be forced to do what will need to be done, but that is now entirely dependent on
the honesty and integrity of the P.H.S.O featured on the banner of the families from Gosport.
This Government and the Conservative Party will be judged on its actions, we have Sir
Eric Pickles a conservative M.P and the only politician I can find who stepped up onto
the plate to try and stop this insidious Government Agency scamming society and led by
its Chief Executive Penny Ciniewicz who was made aware very early on and like you has been fully
updated as it has progressed.
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She and the V.O.A Board also remain silent and inactive even though it’s her staff that perpetrated
these frauds upon us and others. She expects us to either give up or have a successful cover up with
the closing of ranks, I’m not sure which?
The V.O.A Chief Executive as you Prime Minister were both furnished with an interim full report of
about 85 pages and some correspondence since, detailing what happened.
The written fraud Police complaint with our first trip to the Magistrates, where ones gagged having
been manipulated through a rigged and corrupt Tribunal and the blocking of our second proposed
visit to a Magistrate, those who were lobbied, includes two Treasury Cross Party Select Committees.
The Department of Communities and Local Government sponsoring in fact the rigged
Tribunal Service involved, what happened with that department, three Justice Ministers
over the period Mr Gove, Mrs Truss and latterly Mr Gauke and here we are as predicted
and now proven, whitewashed further by this cover up and untruthful Adjudicator, will the sordid
covering up ever stop?
In detail how each and every one of us was defrauded and exactly how these public servants went
about it stage by stage. Was this Adjudicator ever going to find in our favour? Of course not as first
we had enough warnings, secondly the events were too serious as it goes beyond the 5 homeowners
here, and Sir Eric Pickle’s efforts simply confirm that.
The V.O.A have form and a history of deceit well before us, and Mr & Mrs IW Tanners evidence sums
some of that deceit up nicely if shockingly, but the VOA consider themselves above the law and
untouchable, are they Prime Minister? Are they untouchable and above the law?
The involvement and collusion of the Tribunal Service was unexpected and how that happened is in
some detail and with three rigged events detailing how they worked, and how and why they did what
they did, witnessed via another at the second of them and who has made a statement.
Finally how and what part our own South Bucks District Council played with the assistance and
utilisation of Northgate Public Services Ltd all documented with evidence for what it is worth with the
exclusion of the Police Service and accordingly the CPS. The H.M.R.C (Serious Misconduct Panel )
have written and denied all and any responsibility for V.O.A actions, despite the V.O.A being their
“Executive Arm” more covering up and refusal to accept clear and valid evidence of fraud bestowed
upon members of our society, families, homeowners and tenants.
Personally and backed up by the Tanner evidence we think you should launch an enquiry, but if you
do maybe you should consider not using civil servants. The evidence firmly places these scams and
abuses in the lap of Government, it isn’t the responsibility of scammed citizens, homeowners or
businesses manipulated through rigged Tribunals to the only option of a High Court. A point of law
Prime Minister was in fact lawless abusive, and criminal
Yours Sincerely

Mr & Mrs N R Gardiner & Mr & Mrs A Bosher +3

